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● Fat Brand's business model is to acquire, develop and manage quick service, fast casual dining 

restaurant concepts

● Owns 17 restaurant brands and approximately 2300 locations worldwide

● It’s a growth stock. The company is making some expensive investments in order to expand its 

operations but is also showing some results out of their acquisitions. Investors should have in my 

mind it’s a risky business but also one with high appreciation potential.

Company overview



● The company has never had profits out of the operations 

● Growing debt, which went from $ 97 million in 2020 up to $ 1 billion in 2021, but has not increased 

that much in TTM (1

○ That amount of debt was contracted in order to cover high spending during the COVID 

pandemic and mainly to acquire 8 new brands and open hundreds of new restaurant 

locations

● On the other hand, during the same period, the company's revenue went from $18 to $118

● Assets went from 619M to 1.219B in TTM

● Liabilities went from 638M to 1.330B in same period

Financials



Financials



FAT’s P&L



FAT’s Assets



FAT’s Liabilities



FAT’s CF



Liquidity

● Current Ratio: 0.41

● Operating Cash Flow: (31.92M)

Leverage

● Total Debt: 1.02 B

● Total Cash: 23.91 M

● Book value per share: (8.03)

● Total Assets: 1.272 B

● Total Liabilities: 1.291 B

Key Financial ratios

Profitability

● Profit Margin: (19,86%)

● Operating Margin: 3,87%

Efficiency

● Return on Assets: 0,98%

● Return on Equity: (31,58M) / (21.655M)



One of the main ways Fat Brands grows is by opening new restaurant locations or acquiring new brands 

and managing it, adding value through better management and synergy gains

As the company is still operating under losses and is still not able to invest resources of their own, 

to keep growing they must seek out for long term debt so they can finance the opening of new 

locations or even the acquisition of new strategic brands

Strategies for Fat Brand’s growth



The cost of capital could be higher than usual, as inflation and interests are at its highest levels in years.

Also, as FAT is a very leveraged company, for which creditors will demand higher interests

 In order to get a lower interest for their debt, FAT can contract long term debt, which they could get for around 

5 to 7% interest / year.

The Cost of Capital



● Unprofitable business

● Not very liquid company; depends on more debt to keep operation

● Very Leveraged company

● Negative Balance Sheet

● Very low margins

● Many Competitors; Low barrier market

● High interests to be paid

Risk Factors for Fat Brands



FAT stock evolution since IPO



As value investors, our recommendation is to sell FAT stock

Conclusion


